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TheFlight Model AMSU-A2 AntennaAssembly,P/N 1331210-3,wasacceptanc.et sted
per AES Test Procedure AE-26002/4J. The tests included beamwidth, beam pointing,
beam efficiency and a comprehensive set of antenna patterns as required in Paragraph
6.2.6 of the AMSU-A Performance and Operation Specification, S-480-80.
The AMSU-A2 Antenna Assembly satisfactorily passed all requirements of the S-480-80
specification.
During beam pointing tests, the window channel means for beam positions 1 and 15
exceeded the allowable limit of 0.0 ° + 0.2 °. The reflector assembly, P/N 1355835-1, S/N
06, was replaced with the next available reflector assembly, S/N 07. Beam pointing tests
were repeated and the reflector satisfactorily met all requirements.
2.0 REASON FOR TEST
The Acceptance Test Procedure, AE-26002/4J, consists of tests designed to show
compliance of the antenna assemblies with Paragraphs 3.7 and 6.2.6 of the S-480-80
specification. The tests reported herein demonstrate the acceptability of the AMSU-A
antenna assemblies.
3.0 ABSTRACTS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Abstracts containing descriptions of analyses used to derive beam pointing angle, beam
efficiency and antenna return loss from measured data are provided in Section 3.4 of the
AE-26002/4J test procedure.
4.0 RESULTS OF TESTS
The results of the tests required in AES Test Procedure AE-26002/4J are presented in the
following section as test data. As shown on the test data sheets the measured data passed
all requirements.
5.0 TEST DATA
Test data for the AMSU-A2 antenna assembly is attached. The data sheet number, type
of tests and antenna-under-test is shown in Table 1. Also attached is a complete set of

































TEST DATA SHEET 5








•Beam Position I Beam Position 15 Beam Position 30
Cross Track Down Track Cross Track Down Track Cross Track Down Track
(Deg) (De_l). (De_l) (De_l) (Deg) (Deg)
0.00 ± 0.2 ° N/A 0.00 ± 0.2 °Required Mean
Pass/Fail








Beam Position 1 Beam Position 15 Beam Position 30
Cross Track Down Track
(Deg) (De_I)
















+.12_ /,bI +,o(i +,13
--j--,l_ 1,70 -/,/_ - _,3/ 4-,_7
0.0 0 ± 0.2 ° NIA 0.0 ° ± 0.2 ° NIA 0.0 ° ± 0.2 °
"p N/A p N/A p
* Mean is defined as:
Mean = MaxAngle - MinAngle + MinAngle
2
These test partially satisfy the requirements of S-480-80 paragraphs 3.7.1 and 3.7.3.4.
Check procedure paragraph that applies: 3.4.1.3, 3.4.2.3, 3.4.3.30Q/_
3.4.4.3, 3.4.5.3, 3.4.6.3 (_ I/_ . E_.__
AssemblyNo. I ,'_J_:> tT_-_O-" _2_ Engineer/__--'<-<_ V-
Seda, No. _0"_ Q uality Ass u ranc(_/_ ?__,,4e
• ' "-'2W
C u stom er (_)_ %"_,.._'_ (_\3._\-_._, Date . _/_9/ •
A-6
TEST DATA SHEET 16
Dynamic Range/AmPlitude Accuracy Test (A2)
"_ AE-26002/4J
6 Apr 98
Laser Alignment System Verification
Required Measured Pass/Fail
Crosstrack Mean <:0.02 t_, O_" ,_




Dynamic Range (dB) Amplitude Accuracy (dB)
Required -..... /] Mea_ed _'- _,re_l _ Meapured Pass/Fall
• 5":'J04, 
These tests satisfy the requirements of S-480-80 paragraph 6.2.6.2.




I:  lltO- 3  n0neer   
Q uality Ass_a n _)_CJ _.__,_7/Y6/¢,_
Date 7/_._ -' .- "
A-17
i.
• : • : : i ¸ • ii :U i:• :: • • :•
AE-26002/4J
6 Apr 98



















































These tests partially satisfy the requirements of S-480-80 paragraph 3.7.1 and 3.7.3.4.
Check procedure paragraph that applies:
Assembly No.
Serial No. /'_ 0
IB_ I?_.10-5
Customer \0.,. _'_ _ _ !9.A,_
3.4.3.3 (_') RF
3.4.6.3 ( ) IF
Engineer
Quality Assu ra'_J.,_'_ _/_c7_,_
o,,e
A-18
TEST DATA SHEET 18





























Upper limit = Window channel mean + 0.2 °
Lower limit = Window channel mean - 0.2 °










These tests partially satisfy the requirements of S-480-80 paragraphs 3.7.1 and 3.7.3.4.







• Eng,neer ___. ___) I '}.
Quality A_su/ance__t PJ_/'_ 5"_J_"
Date ' _---//_/_Y- " ' ' _
A-19
:; • i ¸• :• : !, / ;:' :• i: :: :: :• • i :_ i :•; : ::! / :::: i i
AE-26002/4J
6 Apr 98
TEST DATA SHEET 19































30 o.o -, 13 -t',7_'7 _,o3 1-_
* The tolerance limits are defined as:
Upper limit = Window channel mean + 0.2 °
Lower limit = Window channel mean - 0.2 °
Where window channel mean is derived from TDS 5.
























; L : : L : L L :¸ : : : : : : :L i; :¸ _ :i: :i i'_¸ :/:::_o:i _ ':!' <_ :: :: ii _ / 7 : :
DATAFILE: AH263
ANGULAR POSITION: 48.41 DEGREES
HALF-POWER BEAMWIDTH: 3.39 DEGREES
DATAFILE: AH265
ANGULAR POSITION: 1.69 DEGREES
HALF-POWER BEAMWIDTH: 3.21 DEGREES
29 May
DATAFILE: AH267
ANGULAR POSITION: -48.33 DEGREES
HALF-POWER BEAMWIDTH: 3.3 DEGREES
o p - <9o7<_
dJk - s/z f+s
DATAFILE: AH273
ANGULAR POSITION: 48.4 DEGREES
HALF-POWER BEAMWIDTH: 3.52 DEGREES
29 May 1998 i6:24:42
DATAFILE: AH271
ANGULAR POSITION: 1.71 DEGREES
HALF-POWER BEAMWIDTH: 3.49 DEGREES
DATAFILE: AH269
ANGULAR POSITION: -48.29 DEGREES
HALF-POWER BEAMWIDTH: 3.55 DEGREES
: " i : i:! :¸ : ::: : ! !ili :? : i • : ! : :
TEST DATA SHEET 20 '

















































These tests partially satisfy the requirements of S-480-80 paragraphs 3.7.2, 3.7.4, and 6.2.6.
Check procedure paragraph that applies: 3.4.3.5,(_ RF




Customer \_-'_<-___,_', _,.\n"\\_ Date _'!-_/:,_ C3
A-21
:: i : :_ D • • _• • : • :•• • •_ • • i : • 'i i, _ _ i'i ; : _! '¸•¸ ;_ _ • LI ; U _ ii: / ! •
' : L:Jun 1998 08:32:36
IS THE S ETRICAL PLANE /SPi
DAT_.r_IS INTEGRATED ACROSS THE MAINBEAM
" DATAF ILE INTEGRATION LIMITS
PHI ANGLE PRIN POL CROSS POL LOWER UPPER PEAK
0 AH275 AH276 -4.40 +4.40
45 AH277 AH278 -4.40 +4.40
90 AH279 AH280 -4.40 +4.20 -.12
135 AH281 AH282 -4.20 +4.40 +. 04
TOTAL POWER:
SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07477
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07538
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07482
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07294
SUM PRINCIPAL TOTAL POWER IS: .29791
SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00385
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00219
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00052
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00176
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS:




SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07320 3.52
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07343 3.48
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07193 3.47
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07083 3.41





SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00255
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00107
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00001
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00105
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS:
SUM BEAM POWER IS:
.00468
.29407
BEAM EFFICIENCY IS: 96.00 %
1 Jun 1998 08:34:37
PHI=0 IS THE SYMMETRICAL PLANE
DATA IS INTEGRATED ACROSSTHE MAINBEAM
DATAFILE
PHI ANGLE PRIN POL CROSSPOL LOWER
0 AH283 AH284 -4.40
45 AH285 AH286 -4.40
90 AH287 AH288 -4.20













SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07581
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07398
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07592
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07277
SUM PRINCIPAL TOTAL POWERIS: .29848
SUM CROSSFOR 1 IS .00327
SUM CROSSFOR 2 IS .00163
SUM CROSSFOR 3 IS •00033






SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07428
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07240
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS •07219











SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00233
SUM CROSSFOR 2 IS .00109
SUM CROSSFOR 3 IS .00001
SUM CROSSFOR 4 IS .00135
SUM CROSSTOTAL POWERIS: •00477
SUM BEAM POWERIS: .29440






1 Jun 1998 i1:47:54
PHI=0 IS THE SYMMETRICAL PLANE
DATA IS INTEGRATED ACROSS THE MAINBEAM
DATAFILE INTEGRATION LIMITS
PHI ANGLE PRIN POL CROSS POL LOWER UPPER
0 A H291 AH292 -4.40 +4.00
45 AH293 AH294 -4.20 +4.40
90 AH295 AH296 -4.20 +4.40







SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07309
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07431
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07398
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07442
SUM PRINCIPAL TOTAL POWER IS: .29579
SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00296
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00170
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00047
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00200
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS:




SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07139
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07233
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07126
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07196






SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00196
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00111
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00003
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00122
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS: .00431





BEAM EFFICIENCY IS: 96.00 %
PAJ: 19E /Zm- 3
jl_ E03
6 _" 2953_b_
OP: o478 ]_brE " (.{2/_18
2 Jun 1998 12:20:56
PHI=0 IS THE SYMMETRICAL PLANE




PHI ANGLE PRIN POL CROSS POL LOWER UPPER
O. AH315 AH316 -4.40 • +4.60
45 AH317 AH318 -4.40 +4.60
90 AH319 AH320 -4.40 +4.60







SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07651
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07780
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07922
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07954
SUM PRINCIPAL TOTAL POWER IS: .31308
SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00296
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00203
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00080
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00129
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS:




SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07580
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07625
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07713
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07794










SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00227
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00121
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00037
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00090
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS: .00475
SUM BEAM POWER IS: .31187
BEAM EFFICIENCY IS: 97.00 %
PAl 139  L/o-3
JN: Fo3
5D : 3553 5
op: O0 72
1 Jun 1998 17:01:08
PHI=0 IS THE SYMMETRICAL PLANE
























SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07529
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07601
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .08153
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07755
SUM PRINCIPAL TOTAL POWER IS: .31038
SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00228
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00198
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00022
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00241
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS: .00689
SUM TOTAL POWER IS: .31727
BEAM POWER:
SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07340
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07473
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07914
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS .07601










SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00168
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00149
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00001
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00163
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS: .00481




BEAM EFFICIENCY IS: 97.00 %
:.-
D/l-rE _ /-//_f
1 Jun 1998 14:35:20
PHI=0 IS THE SYMMETRICAL PLANE
DATA IS INTEGRATED ACROSS THE MAINBEAM
51. uTii 
DATAFILE INTEGRATION LIMITS
PHI ANGLE PRIN POL CROSS POL LOWER UPPER PEAK
0 AH299 AH300 -4.40
45 AH301 AH302 -4.40
+4.40
+4.80
90 AH303 AH304 -4.60 +4.40 .O2
135 AH305 AH306 -4.20 +4.40 +. 12
TOTAL POWER:
SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS .07573
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .08030
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07951
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS •07662
SUM PRINCIPAL TOTAL POWER IS: .31217
SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00319
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00129
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00080
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS •00195
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS:




SUM PRIN FOR 1 IS •07492
SUM PRIN FOR 2 IS .07887
SUM PRIN FOR 3 IS .07741
SUM PRIN FOR 4 IS •07414










SUM CROSS FOR 1 IS .00231
SUM CROSS FOR 2 IS .00100
SUM CROSS FOR 3 IS .00028
SUM CROSS FOR 4 IS .00129
SUM CROSS TOTAL POWER IS: •00488
SUM BEAM POWER IS: .31022



































































































































































METSAT 2 A2, 23.8 GHZ
COLD CAL. POS., CROSSTRACK PLANE
DATAFILE(S)" AH323 DATE: 2 Jun 1998
0-6O




METSAT 2 A2, 23.8 GHZ
COLD CAL. POS., DOWNTRACK PLANE


















i iiii1  /! I
-120 -60 0.0 +60
SCAN ANGLE (DEG)
+120 +180
METSAT 2 A2, 3_.4 GHZ
BEAM POS. 1, CROSSTRACK PLANE
































































-180 -120 -60 0.0
SCAN ANGLE (DEG)
+6O +_20 +180
METSAT 2 A2, 31.4 GHZ
BEAM POS. 15, DOWNTRACK PLANE
























METSAT 2 A2, 3:t.4 GHZ
BEAM POS. 30, CROSSTRACK PLANE

















METSAT 2 A2, 31.4 GHZ
BEAM POS. 30, DOWNTRACK PLANE
DATAFILE(S)" AH303 DATE: I Jun 199B
: .: : : : : : ';
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